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I. Preface: U.S.S. Vincennes and Iran Air Flight 655

Patrolling the restricted waters of the Persian Gulf was a trying activity for most U.S.
warships, designed, armed, and trained as they were for far-ranging 'blue water' operations. This was
particularly true for the officers-and crew of the USS Vincennes. One of the first of the

Ticonderoga-class 'Aegis' cruisers, the Vincennes is a fast, lightly armored ship - a cruiser built on
a large destroyer hull ~ specially optimized for fleet air defense. Although armed with various
surface-to-surface guns and a variety of systems for close-in air defense, her real 'main battery'
consisted of the Standard SM-2 anti-aircraft missiles stored deep in her magazines.

In her normal mission of providing air defense to an aircraft carrier battle group, the
Vincennes' advanced Aegis fire-control system was capable of projecting a visible image of an air
battle of many hundred square miles, tracking and distinguishing friendly and potentially hostile
aircraft at ranges of tensof miles while engaging a variety of potential targets ranging from high-flying
reconnaissance aircraftto high-speed cruise missiles. Bottled up in confinedwaters, thisbillion-dollar
bundle of sophisticated and advanced technology was not much more able to defend herself from
mines and Iranian speedboats than a destroyer, and was almost as vulnerable.

But the U.S. Navy, with its focus on broad-ocean task forces and quasi-strategic 'maritime
strategies' had not built a coastal patrol navy, relying on its European allies to perform this function
for themin NATO waters. So,on this morning of July 3,1988, the Vincennes. likemany of the U.S.
ships on Persian Gulf patrol, was engaged in a sweep of the shallow waters of the Straits of Hormuz,
a mission for which traditional Navy skills such as ship-handling and gunfire were more important
than the high technology aboard. Also in the vicinity were two U.S. fi-igates, the USS Elmer
Montgomerv (FF 1082) and the USS Sides (FFG 14). With the memory of the attack on the USS
Stark the previous year still fresh in every sailor's mind, all aircraft detection and warning systems
were up and fully manned.'

On the previous day, several armed small boats of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps
(IRGC) had positioned themselves at the western approach to the Straits, and were challenging
merchantvessels. Late that day, the Montgomerv hadcome closeenough to a ship attack in progress
to fire warning shots at several of the IRGC boats.

Early in the morning of July 3, the Montgomerv. the at the northern end of the Straits,

reported another attack by seven small IRGC boats armed with machine guns and rockets. Shortly
thereafter, another wave of thirteen such boats was reported, in three groups, one of which took a
position of the Montgomerv's port quarter. At 7:42 AM local time, the Vincennes was dispatched
to the area to investigate the situation. At about 9:45 AM, one of her helicopters sent out to
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'IFF (identification, friend or foe?) system of World War 11. When interrogated by a radar signal
firom a potential adversary, the transponder 'squawks' (gives off a specific response signal) in a pre-
specified and fixed mode. The Iranian F-14s at Bandar Abbas are presumed to have been set to
squawk in 'Mode 11', a mode that would identify to the US ships that the aircraft in question were
Iranian, and military. Iran Air Fight 655, however, was set to squawk in Mode III, a signal that
identifies a flight as civilian. The code number, 6760 in this case, would distinguish that particular
flight from others.

In the case of Iran Air Fight 655, the matter of life or deathseems to have beensettled by
the 18minute delay in departure. Because of this timing, the flight first appeared on the Vincennes
radar at 10:17, just after she had opened fire on the IRGC patrol boats. At 10:19, the Vincennes
began to issue warnings on the Military AirDistress frequency, andat 10:20 to begin warnings on the
International (civil) Air Distress frequency as well. It was at this moment, with the aircraft
unidentified and apparently closing on the Vincennes. that the TAO ordered the radical maneuver

that created disorder and tension throughout the CIC. Over the next 3 minutes, with the ship in a
radical maneuver, the CIC in confusion and disorder, and while continuing to engage the IRGC
boats, the Vincennes issued a number of warning on both military and civil distress frequencies,
(mistakenly) identified the Airbus 320 as a possible Iranian F-14, (mistakenly) reported hearing IFF
squawks in Mode II, and (mistakenly) reported the aircraft as descending towards the ship when it
was in fact still climbing according to its usual flight plan.®

Having informed Joint Task Force Command that a potentially hostile aircraft was at a
distance of 28 nautical miles, and rapidly closing to within potential missile attack range, the
Vincennes received permission to engage. Captain Rogers, the Commanding Officer (CO) heldout
for a minute or two more, bywhich time the still unidentified aircraft had closed to 15 miles and was
still being reportedas descending towards his ship. At about 10:24 AM, seven minutes into Iran Air
Fight 655's flight, and eight minutes into Vincennes' fire fight, the CO fired two SM-2 Standard
missiles at the unknown target.

A few seconds later, with the flight still on itsassigned climb-out, andslightly to one side of,
but well within air corridor Amber 59, it was intercepted by one or both of the missiles at a range
of 8 nautical miles and an altitude of 13,500 feet. The Airbus 300, with some 290 people from six
nations aboard, tumbled in flames into the Persian Gulf. None survived. Thewhole flight had taken
less than seven minutes.

By noon of that day, Iranian helicopters and boats began the search of the area and the
recovery of the bodies. It was not until later that day that the officers and men of the Vincennes
would learn that what they had shot down was not an Iranian F-14, but a commercial, civil flight.
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Some have even gone sofar as tonote that military systems as large-scale socio-technical systems are
never that dissimilar in capabilities and structure from contemporary civil ones.® Indeed, the whole
category of 'military technology' as separable from ordinary technology is a socially construction of
academic professionals, for the technological principles at work have considerable commonality with
those of contemporary civil technologies, however different the particularities of the military
artifacts.® —

Management vs. Control

The word 'control' is used in many different ways, carrying with them many different
meanings, even in the disciplinary literature.'® Among the more precise is that put forward by
Martin Landau to differentiate it from more traditional techniques of 'management' according to the
character and degree of knowledge involved." In Landau's terms, any organization isfundamentally
a seeker for knowledge ~ empirically verified observations, theories, and models not only of its own
behavior, butof thatof its organizational environment. Butknowledge without models iscompletely
retrodictive. Since few decision circumstances ever repeat, organizations seeking to acton the basis
ofknowledge seekcomprehensive models, which attempt topredict future outcomes based onpresent
information.

It is the nature and interpretation of models that makes the control vs. management
distinction a particularly critical one for the case of military systems. If one has perfect knowledge,
correct information, and a verified, knowledge-based model that encompasses all possible variations,
then one can indeed exercise 'control' over outcomes. That is, one can take the information in,
interpret it, fit it into the model, compare the modeled output with the desired output, and either
accept or correct the action to keep events on the pre-ordained course. All of which is predicated
onbeing able to select notonly anappropriate model, butthedegree towhich evolving circumstances
correlate with the model's assumptions.

Management, on theotherhand, involves decision-making under theacceptance of irreducible
uncertainty, using heuristic models that are corrected on the fly, as necessary, aspart ofon-line trial
and error learning. In life, there is always much more management than control. An outfielder
drifting back under a fly ball in left field, a soccer goaltender watching the oncoming play, a batsman
guarding a wicket, and a battlefield commander adjusting his troops according to the tide of battle
are all 'managing' their particular critical environment, adjusting on the fly to try and get a favorable
outcome.
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Ironically, such systems were to move far more quickly than the nature of battle, or the weapons
themselves, leading, in Vietnam, to a whole new class of failures of over-control.'®

It is, however, no longer possible to distinguish between command and control systems and
theweapons themselves. Theelectronics revolution is no longer distinct from weapons and weapons
system development. Indeed, the latter more and more depend intimately upon electronics and
internal data processing for theirvery function. This isone aspect in which technologies of control
have become intrinsic, creating a whole new class of weapons and systems that are expressions of
rather than tools of information and data processing systems."

Yet, there remains still the fundamental, and extrinsic problem of exercising conunand and
control over these smart weapons systems. And here, the rapid advance in technology continues to
escalate the problem of weapons andsystem control at least as fast as it has increased the capability
of the central command structure. Technological change in the modern military, eveninsomeof the
less-advanced countries, has increased both scale and geographical scope of operations far beyond
the capabilities of previous form of command-and-control systems to act in real time. In an era of
supersonic aircraft armed with high-speed missiles, quick-reacting radar-directed gun and missile
batteries, and tank battles that may be won or lost on the first shot, there is simply not the time for
centralized command systems to exercise real-time control over battlefield events.'®

Facedwith the problem of operating such a critical large-scale technological organization in
situations wheretrial-and-error techniques areprobably inapplicable owing to feedback andcorrection
times being much longer than the time scale of the source events, commanders seem increasingly
reluctant merely to advance and augment historical communications techniques, with their
'management* orientation. Instead, they are adapting the new and powerful technologies of
information and data-processing to extend throughout their organizations a series of direct links for
information and control, and placing at the center of the resulting web powerful, centralized
command centers that are intended to exercise directcontrol from the top down to even the smallest
of battlefield units.'®

For these systems, as for all others, errors of various kinds will occur. However, as the
technology in usegrows in importance andscale, andcomes to moretightly coupledifferent units and
different levels of command, the locus, nature, and scope of errors will change significantly.®®
Because of the increased coupling, misapprehensions and faulty performance are not so easily
localized and repaired. And, to the extent that modalities of control come to dominate, the
consequentialdeviations from modelled behaviorcan be far more profound. In some cases,the result
may be a relatively complete collapse of the organization's performance, or its ability to further
pursue its primary objectives or carry out its primary mission.
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itcruising altitude while gradually gaining speed. Data and testimony from theUSS Sides corroborate
the flight pathand the Mode III IFFsquawk. Indeed, theSides was to identify the unknown aircraft
as non-hostile and turn its attention elsewhere only seconds before the Vincennes launched its
missiles.^

The storytold by those inside the Combat Information Center (CIC) aboard the Vincennes
is quite different. From the first alerted contact, various personnel began to report a "Mode 11"
squawk, on a code (Code 1100) that was associated with Iranian F-14s. Although none of the data
recorders reported any IFF response other than Mode m. Code 6760, those aboard the Vincennes
continued to report Mode n, and to consistently mis-report the codeof the Mode III signal. As the
rangeclosed, the Vincennes began to broadcast increasingly urgentwarning messages to the unknown
aircraft; at first, these were general challenges onboth military (MAD) and international civil (IAD)
distress nets. But as the notion that the aircraft was indeed an F-14 became fixed in the minds of

the key operators, the challenges were made more specific ~ on the MAD net only, and addressed
to an unidentified 'Iranian F-14.' A quick thumb-through of a listing of commercial flights missed the
clear listing for Flight 655, although it was on course and nearly on time.

A warning of possible 'COMAIR' a minute or two later was acknowledged by the CO, but
essentially ignored. At this point, the ship was still engaging the Iranian surface boats. Moreover,
the ship was heeling sharply as the Tactical Action Officer (TAO) ordered 30 degrees of rudder at
high speed to unmask the aft gun mount; loose books andequipment flew about the CIC. Withthe
TAO concentrating on thesurface battle andhis attention divided, the COdepended on the Anti-Air
Warfare Commander (AAWC) to take care of the possible air threat. But the AAWC was new to
his post, and generally regarded as inexperienced and a weak leader. De facto leadership fell upon
the more junior (TIC), who by that time was almost literally shouting about the immediacy and
seriousness of the threat.

To give Captain Rogers credit, he did allow the unknown aircraft to close to well within its
possible missile firing range before asking for and receiving permission to intercept, and he did so
only after repeating the challenge several more times. Only then, convinced that the threat to his
ship is too serious to ignore, and under pressure to act quickly to avoid the earlier fate of the USS
Stark, did he authorize the firing.

•There are, then, three quite different narratives ~ that of the memory perceptions of the
officers and crew in the CIC, that recorded by the unforgiving instruments, and that described in
reportof the USS Sides, which was also monitoring the flight. But the Sides, after following the track
for the same time, accepted it as a civil airliner, and turned itsattentionaway orior to the Vincennes'
order to fire. In precisely the same circumstances, the high-technology command andcontrol system
'failed' to provide the means for a correct identification, while the low-technology one did not.
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The Investigation Report

Navy hearing boards such astheoneconvened to review the events ofJuly 3,1988 are unique
in focusing on the CO, owing to the long Navy tradition that it is the CO, and only the CO, who is
responsible for anything and everything that happens on or to his ship. As often as not, judgement
calls are made on the simple basis of what the hearing officers would have done in the same situation,

given the same information.

This Navy tradition worked against the possibility of a comprehensive, systemic investigation
into the circumstances preceding the missile firing.®® For the question should not have been
whether the CO wasjustified in taking the actions he did given the situation and the information he
had, but how the situation had developed so badly and whv the information being provided was so
skewed from reality. These matters were in fact addressed by the investigation, but by no means to
the degree or depth required to come up with a set of answers.

The Investigation Board was convened by Rear Admiral William M. Fogarty at Bahrain
beginning on 6 July, while the events were still fresh in the minds of the participants. Formal
hearings began a weeklater,and the entireprocedure was completed and the report delivered to the
Navy on 28 July.®® Even in the cleansed form provided to the public, the report is rich in personal
and technical detail. Perhaps the moststriking feature is the degree to which the recollections of the
participants as to the nature and assessment of the presumptive threat differ, and the variance
between what was reported by the SPY-IA computers and what its human interpreters were
reporting.

The record shows that the decision to fire was taken more or less calmly and deliberately on
the basis of personal advice passed from junior officers to the seniorAnti-Air Warfare Commander
(AAWC), and from the AAWC to the CO ~ in the face of a stream of contrary evidence from the
electronics aboard. Faced with the problem of reconciling the manifest mistakes made in
interpretation of technical evidence, the Hearing Board concluded that "stress, task-fixation, and
unconscious distortion of data may have played a major role in this incident."®" The report then
went on to attribute the distortion to the relatively junior Tactical Information Coordinator (TIC)
and IdentificationSupervisor (IDS), who became convinced that the track of Iran Air 655 was an F-
14 after an IDS report of a momentary Mode II squawk. The Fogarty report states:

After this report of the Mode II, TIC appears to have distorted data flow in an unconscious
attempt to make available evidence fit a preconceived scenario ("scenario fulfillment").

This fulfillment including continuing to read the Iran Air flight asdescending towards the Vincennes.
even though the information being presented
by the electronic suite was contradictory.

11
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of the Navy, there wasno culpableconduct displayed. The event was a very regrettable accident,but
basically a by-product of the Iran-Iraq war.®'

It should also be noted that the entire review process was treated as one investigating
'culpability,' as if personal malfeasanceor neglect was the only issue. Having absolved the individuals
of blame, the Navy, and, by and large, the press and Congress, then moved rapidly to the highest
possible level of political analysis; if there was no personal malfeasance, and the Aegis system had
worked perfectly, the result could only be attributed to the misfortunes of war.

The APA Panel

OnOctober 6,1988, a panel offive psychologists chosen through theAmerican Psychological
Association testified at a hearing of theHouse Armed Services Committee, accompanied by a great
deal of media coverage.®® Although a great deal of their testimony was directed towards the
questions of decision-making under the stress of the circumstances, and at the failure of the Office
of Naval Research and other Federal agencies to adequately support research into decision-making
under stress, they also raised at the hearings the more general question of the techno-systemic
environment within which the decisions were being made.

As the Fogarty report had done in its summary, the expert panel pointed out that in an era
of increasing technical complexification, it will no longer do to continue to point only to 'operator
error' as the source of malfunctions and disasters.®® Rather, what happened aboard the Vincennes
on July 3 could beseenaspartofwhat one psychologist characterized as the 'glass cockpit' syndrome
~ which in itself is a property of large-scale, highly sophisticated technical systems operating under
conditions of high stress, high consequence, and high visibility.®'' Unfortunately, neither the Armed
Services Committee, the Navy, or the Department of Defense seems to have had the leastinclination
to follow up this line of inquiry.

Facts and Factoids: Of Relevant and Irrelevant Argument

Before engaging in a further analysis of the performance of the Vincennes as a weapons
system, it would be well to deal first withsome other assumptions and beliefs about the incident that
serve only to draw attention away from important matters.

Of these, the most public, andstriking, is the attempt to attachsome, or all, of the blame on
the Iranians. Of course, we have no way of knowing what the pilot or crew of Iran Air Flight 655
did or did not know about the fire-fight going on below their assigned corridor, or why they
(unluckily?) chose to fly to the north of the centerline instead of the south. Nor, given relations
between the US and Iran, do we have any way of directly interviewing the staffandcontrol tower at"
Bandar Abbas, to see what they knew. It is true that if Iran Air Flight 655 had been directed away

13
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major point is to find out why the risk, the potential for tragedy came about. Since our objective
here isprimarily to find out why the risk turned to reality, they are not relevant to our purpose. And
neither, to a great extent, is the matter of stress.

Stress

The two primary factors identified in the hearings, the reports of the eminent psychologists,
andmost thoughtful journalistic analyses were themisreading of thecommercial aircraft asdescending
when it was in fact ascending, and the persistent failure to correctly read out the IFF data being
presented by the electronics suite in the CIC. Both of these are then attributed to the rather

considerable stress at a time when the CIC was otherwise somewhat disrupted from the preceding
abrupt maneuvers.

Subsumed under thecategory ofstress aswell is the institutional memory of theattack on the
USS Stark the previous year. Within the Navy, the presumptive 'lessons learned' firom the Stark
incident were sufficiently strong, and the sufficiently unambiguous, that 'the USS Stark' is simply
listed in the Investigative Report as one of the contributing causal factors without any further
expansive discussion.

Stress was clearly a contributing factor, but its presence is in no way explanatory, and by no
means exculpatory. Stress is, or should be, a central assumption of battle, alongside of confusion,
uncertainty, and risk. To design our systems otherwise would be sheerest folly.®® Based upon our
long naval history, there is simply no evidence that the Vincennes was under a degree of stress
greater than one would expect for a ship in combat, in strange waters. If the ship as a system is
incapable of operating correctly under such circumstances, she is a failure as a weapons system,
however well her machinery, electronics, and missiles perform.®'

The Stark failed to identify the Iraqi aircraft as potentially hostile, and failed to properly arm
and unmask its missile defense systems. But in what way did that contribute to the sequence of
events aboard the Vincennes? The Stark was not prepared for hostile attack, not suspicious of
enough ofa potentially threatening flight profile, and not ready for combat soon enough in thechain
ofevents. The Vincennes. however, was prepared, was suspicious, and was ready. Clearly it was not
the specifics of the Stark incident that laid combat stress on the officers and crew of the Vincennes.

but rather the memory of the consequences of any serious failure at all.

It is in this context that the matter of scenario fixation returns as a function of the shift from

technologies that assist battle management to those that attempt to control the battle. Aboard the
Sides, theofficers and crew were free to experiment with scenarios, to use their data processing and
information gathering equipment to assist with alternative descriptions of reality until they found one

15
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Even when so expanded, 'pilot error', remains a portmanteau, subsuming two general
categories of presumptive malfeasance: (a) failure to operate the equipment properly, or skillfully,
or to follow various procedures and rules established to guarantee operational safety; (b) failure to
rescue operations from an unanticipated or abnormal situation that was nevertheless within the
presumed skill and capacity of the expert operator to rectify or remedy.

Following the terminology of Martin Landau, we referto the first of these asa Type I" error
.. overlooking, ignoring, or mis-understanding the information presented even when it occurs within
the envelope of the predicted or anticipated flow of events."^® It should be noted that this class of
erroralso includes 'anticipatable' equipment malfunction or stress overa wide range ~ such asengine
failures, electronic malfunctions, or high-stress operational periods such as take-offs or surface
combat. Included in this class, therefore, is the failure to rectify or save a variety of situations that
are presumed to lie within the range of an expert operator to correct or act upon because of his or
her skill andexpertise. The CO and officers of the USS Stark,for example, committed a TypeI error
in failing to put the ship on proper alert when an Iraqi aircraft was sighted.

The second we will call "Type IF errors .. accepting as true, accurate, or significant
information that is misleading, incorrect, or irrelevant, or, by extension, projecting into a situation
'external' beliefe or assumptions
about the nature of the situation or the state of the system. One example might be the failure to
correctly set the flaps or landing gear into proper position during take-off, or to notice that de-iced
wings have re-iced; persistent mis-identification of a potentially hostile aircraft heading towards a
naval unit in a combat zone would be another. The actions of the Vincennes might well be so
classified.

However, thesehistorical classifications are increasingly inaptfor large-scale technical systems,
particularly those involving some degree of actual (physical) risk. The systematic progression and
complexification of advanced technology has resulted in incidents that were once classified as "Type
I" events progressively moving towards "Type 11". Redundancies in equipment, presumptive higher
reliability, and considerable sums spent on system design and large-scale integration result in the
anticipation that such failures will be increasingly rare. One result is that pilots (operators) will
acquire very little skill or experience with the acceptance .and interpretation of signals of potential
error. Lacking experience with complex systems whose informational modalities require formal
interpretive training, the operatorswill find it very difficult not only to filter the information theyare
getting, but to discriminate between their intuitive or prejudicial judgements and those that the
equipment is supposed to provide.^'

The very complexity of the equipment will make it more difficult to ascertain what is going
awry, why, and, at times, whether something is going badly or incorrectly at all. Where a pilot could
once try to make a deterrhination as to why his radio was not working, and what he could do about

17
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VI. Technology and the Span of Command and Control

TheVincennes incident has provided uswith a potentially valuable case, from which wemay
be able to draw some generalizations and conclusions about the future of long-range, highly-
automated, control-oriented, high-technology weapons systems. It is this potential that makes it so
regrettable that the Navy's investigation so systematically sought to identify and localize specific, non-
systemic factors upon which the 'blame' (to the extent that it could be characterized as blame at all)
could be placed.

In the daysof wooden ships, commandwas relativelystraightforward. Threats were clear and
simple, developed at a reasonable pace and usually within sighting range, and were confined to the
plane of the surface. A modern fighting ship fights in a three-dimensional environment that extends
to hundreds of miles, facing threats that may develop with great rapidity, and with a demand to
interpret and integrate many disparate sources of data and information. The 'threat environment'
so defined is too complex to be the responsibility of the ship's CO, who must incorporate the threat
into an even larger picture concerning the well-being of his ship, its relation to others, and
communication with higher command. But combat decision-making is not a function that can be
decentralized when threats and decisions develop rapidly. Aboard modem U.S. ships, the task of
actually 'fighting the ship' is assigned to the TAG.

Over the past few years, I have had the privilege of being pai?t of a research group that was
allowed aboard several U.S. aircraftcarriers,as part'of a project on the organization and management
of high-risk technological operations.^® During that time, we have observed CDC (Combat Decision
Center, formerly known, as on Aegis cruisers, as the CIC) operations at sea. Although we did not,
and could not have, been in the CDCduring real,or evenpotentialhostilities, we havebeen present
as observersduring extensive and realistictraining, and during combat exercises in Pacific waters that
serve the dual role of final training and evaluation before the ship is qualified for combat and
deployed.

Owing to the complexity of the combat environment for a carrier, which may at different
times act almost alone, in concert with only a few escorts, or as part of a larger Battle Group, the
tacticalfunctions are all available and drilledaboard the ship itself. Thus, there are four main combat
activities that need coordination and control; anti-air warfare (AAW), anti-surface warfare (ASuW),
anti-submarine warfare (ASW), and offensive coordination (Strike). Of the four, the first two, anti-
air and anti-surface warfare (primarily defensive) are closest in specification to those aboard the
Vincennes. and will be used here for purposes of comparison.®"

As on the Vincennes. AAW and ASuW coordination each center about a single person ~ the

TAG - charged with performing the integrative tasks of assimilating different information from a
variety of sources, assessing the current state of threat, and placing it into spatial and temporal

19
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Moreover, the proceedings of the Investigative board show little sign of any primary role for
'bubble' formation aboard Aegis cruisers. Instead, the role of the multiple technical systems, which
aboard a carrier serve primarily to feed information to the TAO seem to have been reversed. Aboard
the Vincennes. the Aegis-directed, computer-operated anti-aircraft missile system is the primary
system, with the CO primarily involved in deciding whether to activate its firing modeor not. In this
situation, the TAO has become an input, not an integrator, and the CO an authority rather than an
expert.

Instead of a closeddecision-making system, based on the historical notion of the integrityand
isolation of a ship at sea, the CIC on modern surface ships is increasingly a part of a larger web of
information, control, and authority; instead of working with technologies whose characteristics are
deeply and intimately familiar to those aboard, decision-makers much increasingly rely on abstract
displays from systems whose inner workings are opaque to them. The locus of authority, and scale
of consequence have rapidly expanded, while the responsibility remains at the operational level.

VII. High-Technology Military Systems: The Two-Edged Sword

Taken in context, the events surrounding Iran Air Hight 655 are illustrative of a series of
disquieting trends within large-scale military command and control systems. The Sides, with less
sophisticated equipment, a less comprehensive command and control system, and subject to larger
direct risks if attacked (owing to its less sophisticated defensive systems), made a correct evaluation.
But it was also a less valuable, less attractive target, under less pressure to act as part of the larger
system of air defense in the Gulf. The Vincennes. despite its awesome capabilities, felt more
threatened, more vulnerable, and under more pressure. Indeed, one might even say that the degree
of pressure, the fear of threat, and the perceptions of vulnerabilitywere exacerbated by the awareness
of her CO of the Vincennes cost, her value and irreplaceability as the core of air defense, and the
expectations of those who bought her, built her, and sent here into the Gulf.

Moreover, the nature of her equipment, and the crew's training to use it, put them very much
in the mode of 'control' rather than management. Instead of being under constant pressure to
interpret data and adjust systems to meet changing realities, the Vincennes was prepared and trained
to activate an elaborate system of control in a situation where the only uncertainties would be those
deliberately "created by potential enemies trying to confuse their information and data collection

system. Furthermore, the manifest confusion aboard the Vincennes is absolutely no excuse for her
poor performance. Military systems that cannot function in the midst of confusion, or while under

multi-threat attack are not only totally useless, they pose more dangers to their users than their
opponents.

21
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information was coming in, the CO and the CIC staff had no time to devise scenarios. Nor, given
the increasing focus on systems of'control,' were they trained in quick, heuristic scenario building.
Therefore, they reacted directly to the threat as a threat, within the script they were already playing.

As we move to more expensive, more capable, weapons systems, the demand for systemic
control to avoid error will surely increase. Until recently, this was true primarily ofnuclear weapons
systems, where the cost of a mistaken launch, or release of weapons, was so clear, and so dramatic,
that almost literally heroic measures have been taken to prevent it.®® Less well-known, but equally
important, have been the continuing concerns over the ability to fire the system when necessary, in
an atmosphere steeped with the precautions against inadvertent or incorrect action.

Heretofore, the distinction between nuclear and non-nuclear weapons was so great that the
notion of systematically evaluating the potential for both kinds of errorwas rarely, if ever, extended
beyond the traditional point of the training and testing of individuals, particularly those incommand.
But the advent of other 'conventional' systems as sophisticated, but without the terrible risk
accompanies the nuclear sji^tems implies that we will have to extend what we have learned to date.
Moreover, many of these new conventional systems, such as SDI technologies and, as it turns out.
Aegis and similar airdefense systems, may well begeared fora quicker response time. Most will also
belacking themultiple levels of restraint that both available time and tremendous risk have imposed
on strategic nuclear weapons.

Thus, the incident of Iran Air Right 655, in context, serves as a sharp example of the perils
ofincreasingly sophisticated, increasingly centralized, and increasingly expensive military Cjl systems.
Whether they be bunkers under Cheyenne Mountain, AWACS flying over Western Europe, or
forward command posts oneither side of the inter-German border, these systems grow larger, more
rigid, and more saturated with information and responsibility with every passing year. We are
constantly reassured that the systems areworkable, and only need more careful training ofpersonnel
to become error-free.

Even the Vincennes case is discounted, on the grounds that the Aegis system worked
correctly. This is perhaps the most misleading statement of all, for without the Aegis system it is
possible that theevents described above would never have occurred. The Navy's complacency in the
success of its hardware in the face of the failure of the Vincennes is analogous to saying that the
operation was successful but the patient died. If the large-scale social-organizational-technical system
fails to produce the right outcome, then it has failed as a system. Whether the proximate cause was
human action or malfunction of the equipment is a matter of detail; substantive detail, to be sure,
but detail none the less. It does not absolve us of the need to enquire further to discern whether
the inability of the operators to avoid a mistake or recover a deteriorating situation occurred because
of the structure andcontext of the large-scale technical system inwhich theirdecision was embedded.
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